
B) SET MOON PHASE, DATE & DAY 

1. Pull out the crown to position 2.
2. Rotate hands clockwise past midnight until the full moon position appears in the window on the dial.
3. Continue rotating hands until 6.00 a.m. (outside of limited time zone). Set day With the winding crown turn the hands 
forwards and backwards past midnight until the day of the last full moon is reached and use the quick-change corrector (pusher A) 
to set the date of the last full moon.
4. Then use the crown to turn the hands forwards until the current date is reached.
5. You have now set the correct moon phase position, date and day.

C) SET CALENDAR WEEK

1. Use pusher D (see quick-change correctors, pusher D).

D) QUICK CHANGE CORRECTOR FOR CALENDAR WEEK

1. Pressing pusher D moves the calendar week display forward by one week.
2. You must not use this quick change corrector between 11.30 p.m. on Saturday and 12.45 a.m. on Tuesday because the automatic change 
mechanism is in operation between these times.

E) QUICK CHANGE CORRECTOR FOR DATE
(Push “A” at 4 o’clock position)

1. Pressing pusher A moves the date forward by one day.
2. You must not use this quick change corrector between 11.30 p.m. and 5.30 a.m. because the automatic change mechanism is in operation 
between these times.
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F) SET DAY USING THE WINDING CROWN

1. Pull out the crown to position 2.
2. Set the watch to 11.30 p.m. and then rotate the hands forward to 12.30 a.m.
3. The day will change to the following day. Repeat this procedure by winding the hands backward the winding crown and forwards past 
midnight until you reach the current day of the week.
4. You must not use this quick-change corrector between 11.30 p.m. and 5.30 a.m. because the automatic change mechanism is in operation 
between these times.

G) SETTING THE MOON PHASE USING THE WINDING CROWN

1. Pull out the crown to position 2.
2. Rotate hands clockwise past midnight until the full moon position appears in the window on the dial.
3. Continue rotating hands until 6.00 a.m. (outside limited time zone). With the winding crown turn the hands forwards and backwards past 
midnight until the day of the last full moon is reached and use the quick-change corrector (pusher A) to set the date of the last full moon. Then 
use the crown to turn the hands forwards until the current date is reached. You have now set the correct moon phase position, date
and day. You can set time.

H) TIME DURING WHICH CALENDAR FUNCTIONS MUST BE CHANGED (LIMITED TIME ZONES):

Calendar functions must not be altered between 11.30 p.m. and 5.30 a.m. because automatic changes are in progress at these times. Pressing the 
pusher during these times may damage the movement.


